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I love to go a-wandering along the
mountain track, and as I go I love
to sing, my knapsack on my back”
August 17, Friday. With an 07.00 a.m. check
in on the following morning we all made our
separate ways to Glasgow International
Airport - some on the very popular Gold Bus
and others by their own chosen route.
Saturday Aug 18. Gladys Wallace had all the
tickets which she dealt out to us at the airport
as we lined up to check in. It was rather
reminiscent
of “In twos
children”
but it was
very easy well, it was
for us
anyway. An
uneventful
flight
brought us
into the
sunshine of
Klaus
Saltsburg
Airport
which was Will anyone else think of a
a short ride wishbone when they remember
to our
Klaus in his skinny trousers?
hotel, The
Eidelweiss in Kitzbuhel. Our hosts, Veronika
and Klaus welcomed us to their family run
hotel and all that we had read on Trip Advisor
was true. They are
charming and we
were treated like
friends by all of the
staff for the whole
fortnight. George
and Marie were
particularly fond of
the lovely young
waitress, Marie.

Monday 19.
We were all invited to a familiarisation
welcome meeting by the Crystal reps in
the town centre of Kitzbuhel. As it was
Sunday in the predominantly Catholic
country of Austria, many of the smartly
dressed patriotic locals were in National
costume of knee-length lederhosen and
tweed jackets for the men and long
skirts with aprons and pretty puffed
sleeved blouses for the ladies. The
Crystal reps were also traditionally
attired. However, the droopy backside in
calf-length suede trousers teamed with
black socks and black shoes, is a
difficult look for an out of shape English
man to carry off well . . . . ! ! Some
history of Kitzbuhel was shared with us,

Typical Austrian hotel

but they were more keen to earn
commission on sales of their
tours than to educate us on
the local amenities. All this
took time which left us in the
heat - and I do mean heat of the mid-day sun with a
walk ahead of us, like maddogs and Englishmen,
around the lake at
Schwartzee.
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advantage of a
bus ride back to
Kitzbuhel.

Before

Alan Melrose and his wife Moira
led the walk along the main road to
the delightful lake of Schwartzee
where the locals like to spend their
leisure hours. As Austria is a landlocked country, where we would go to
the beach, they congregate around
one of their
many
beautiful
lakes to
enjoy
watersports and
family
activities.
We were
not
expecting
such
wonderful
sunshine
and we needed all the water we
carried, plus some that we wished we
had thought to bring.
Tuesday 20. A short walk across the
town found us in open country side
walking on narrow tarred paths en
route to St Johann. It was another hot
walk which gave Alan a great
opportunity to gauge the level of
fitness of the assembled walkers.
After a welcome beer and/or ice
cream in the village square, we took

Wednesday 21.
Using my newly
issued lift passe I
gave myself a
day off and went
up in the
Hannenkahm
gondola to enjoy
the view from the
After
top. It was,
again, a beautiful
day and after a restorative cup of coffee among
the mountains I decided the follow the sign
saying Kitzbuhel 2.5 hours. Well, if it took me
three hours, it wouldnʼt matter would it? It all
started off very well and I followed a family with
a reluctant, tubby, teenage boy which I soon
overtook with a merry wave. The
way down the mountain was . . .
interesting ! I did follow the signs but
seemed to lose most of my fellow
travellers along the way. At one
point I was stuck on what didnʼt look
like a problem but as it was loose
scree I was nervous about falling (I
was wearing white shorts !). A very
kind German man offered me his
help and his hand and gently eased
me down this difficult piece. When I
enquired if his wife would be OK on
her own, he politely replied “My wife
is younger than you”. Accurate enough
information, but just a tad unkind I thought.
Now, gentle reader, what I have just told you
should have filled you with horror. Did you
note that I was on my own and no-one knew
where I was? Not only did I not have a mobile
phone on me even if I had, there was no useful
number programmed into it; coupled with that I
also have arthritic knees and was not using a
walking pole.
I hope that you will never do anything that
stupid yourself. Apart from anything else, it
took me four days to be able to walk
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Muriel, Sheila & Alison
Just look at that view . .

downstairs in a forward facing
direction.
Kitzbuhel town centre hosts regular
free, open-air evening concerts,
regardless of the weather. We were
fortunate on the nights that we went
and were entertained by young men
and girls, plus adults all dressed in
national costume acting out dances
and playing brass band music and
these amazing alpine horns.
What also struck us was the
pride of the locals in the
cleanliness of the town. We
didnʼt see any rubbish,
chewing gum or rowdy
behaviour. How do they instill
that sort of self-respect in the
younger generation I wonder?
One evening Alan invited
anyone who wanted to go to
accompany him and Moira to
a Protestant church service
on the far side of the town.
About ten of us went. When
we arrived there was a locum young
lady minister with her husband and
two small children, plus a lady singer/
guitarist and her mother . . . and us!
They made us very welcome and the

George soaking in the view

Tight Squeeze - Gladys climbing
through the Teufelsgasse Gorge

young boy gave us song sheets in both
English and German. We all sat in the circle
outside the church in the slowly fading
sunlight singing Auld Lang Syne - until it
started to rain - and we are talking monsoon
rain. We had a great evening, competing
with the violent thunder and
lightning storm outside,
alternately singing English and
German songs, before calling a
taxi to take us home. It is an
evening that will stay in our
memories for the shared fun and
friendship we enjoyed with our
charming hosts.
Alan had taken a lot of trouble
each evening to plan the walk for
the next day to suit all abilities.
The ʻbetterʻ walkers got further
and higher than the rest of us even to the top of the Kitzbuhel
Horn.

Above Jochberg - Fiona, Anna, Gladys, Kate, Maureen,
Robbie and Isobel a&er the trip on the 3S Bann.

Stained glass window in a tiny chapel
dedicated to people who have lost
their lives on the mountains
Beautiful Bentley tourer casually parked
outside a hotel - circa 1930 ?

One of Austriaʼs hidden lakes

In Austria itʼs not a
mountain unless it
can claim a top of
2,000 metres hence the tall
cross !
Those people who
chose to spend
their day less
energetically were
at perfect liberty to
do just that. With
advice from Klaus,
Cathy,Margaret
and I took the bus
to Aschau and
walked back along
the river to Kirchberg
and on to the
Fleckenkalm lift.
Along the way we
stopped off for a
swing on a childrenʼs
zip wire, had a beer in
a smart hotel and
enjoyed our lunch on
a bench by the river.
From the top of the lift,
we walked a short
way across the
mountain to the
Hannenkalm lift back
down into Kitzbuhel.
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included a very convivial
night in the hotel lounge
where the bar takings beat
all records when all the
residents shared the
atmosphere of socialising
by candlelight. The whole
valley was plunged into
darkness when a violent
storm a few kilometres
away brought trees down
across power lines and
ripped roofs off houses.
When order was restored
after a few hours a huge
cheer went up and people
retired to their rooms.
Some of the newly arrived
guests could now see to
unpack their cases.
Those people who went on a
trip to Hitlerʼs Eagleʼs Nest
hide-away, admired his brass
lift and the amazing view of
the Konigsee.
Fiona had a real adventure which no-one got to witness.
She took a tandem paraglide
off the top of the
Hannenkalm. Brave girl.
The fittest of the walkers took
in such sights as The

Another day, four of
us took the train to
Innsbruck and got on
the tourist bus for a guided
tour around the town. We had
a glimpse of the ski-jump
where Eddie the Eagle
jumped from - less
successfully than some, but
more so than others!
Other random highlights

Alan on top of Rossgruberkoge*

* these two names are very similar, but neither responded to a Google search !

Krimmel waterfalls;
Ropgruberkogel*
and the
Panoramabahn.
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Apart from
walking, there
were plenty of
other delights to
be enjoyed - ask
Isabel to tell you
about the Streif s
(t)imulator !
The Flower
Festival at Ebbs
was another day
trip. Haflinger
horses are
exclusively bred in Ebbs and these pretty
toffee coloured horses with cream manes
and tails were featured on some of the
floats which had lovingly been made out
of flowers. Despite the light rain the
atmosphere in the beer tents with the
brass jazz bands playing gave Cathy,
Margaret and I a very happy day.
I am sure that we
all have our own
highlights - too
numerous to
mention and
perhaps some
best left
unmentioned! All
in all, the 24 of
us had a brilliant
holiday with
loads of laughs
and a few
blisters, but lots
and lots of
happy
memories.

Congratulations
to Maureen for helping
Anna to conquer her fear of heights
and learn to enjoy looking out of the
gondola windows at the view below.
Thank you to all my fellow travellers, my
delightful ʻroomyʼ Maureen, to Gladys for
her endless wealth of knowledge, to Moira
for caring for us all and to Alan for
accepting the responsibility of looking after
us and planning our wonderful holiday.
Jean Pritchard
Beacon Monday Group
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Austria went to their heads
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The Group after The Last
Supper with Klaus and Veronika

Thank you to Gladys, Fiona, Alan, Sandy and the two Muriels for your contributions
to this collection of memories of our Austrian Alpine Adventure

